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Abstract

Previous studies suggest that whether individuals perceive a behavior as fair depends

on how prevalent it is in the population. Using a prisoner’s dilemma game experiment, we

test whether informing individuals of a higher proportion of cooperators in the population

affects the legitimacy of free riding and changes their punishment of free riders. Different

from previous studies, we use the strategy method to obtain each participant’s complete

punishment strategy. We find a remarkable heterogeneity among the participants: Some

punish free riders independently of the proportion of cooperators, in line with standard

models of inequality aversion and intention-based reciprocity. Some increases punishment

as the proportion of cooperators increases, suggesting that they consider free riding as more

unfair when more cooperators are around. However, some others punish free riders less as

the proportion of cooperators increases; this punishment type can only be explained by a

model assuming diminishing marginal return to punishment.
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1 Introduction

Now there has been a large body of experimental evidence showing that individuals’ behavior is

influenced by fairness and reciprocity concerns (for reviews of the evidence see Fehr and Schmidt

(2006) and Camerer (2003)). Studies have also shown that fairness and reciprocity may play a

key role in market transactions (Kahneman et al., 1986) and optimal contracts in workplaces

(e.g., Barr and Serneels, 2009; Fehr et al., 1997; Fehr and Schmidt, 2000, 2004). However, it is

not clear what determines which behavior people perceive as fair and others not, their fairness

perceptions. Cross-cultural studies show that cooperation and punishment of selfish behavior

vary dramatically across societies (Herrmann et al., 2008; Henrich et al., 2006, 2010). These

studies indicate that fairness perceptions are not fixed; they vary across societies and could be

changed. However, to date, still relatively little is known about how fairness perceptions are

formed and what policies could change them. Building on previous theoretical and empirical

literature (Bicchieri, 2006; Cooper and Dutcher, 2011; Herz and Taubinsky, 2017; Kahneman

et al., 1986; Sugden, 1986, 2000, 2004), we hypothesize that providing different information

regarding a behavior’s prevalence in society would change individuals’ fairness perception about

the behavior. We examine this hypothesis experimentally in a prisoner’s dilemma game involving

choices between cooperation and free riding. Specifically, we test: if we inform people that the

proportion of cooperators in the population is higher, it would reduce the legitimacy of free

riding and, thereby, it is more likely that individuals punish free riders.

It is a contribution to the literature by testing whether information about the proportion of

cooperators in a society affects punishment of free riders for three reasons. First, if the more

cooperators in a society the more people punish free riders, then we can explain the dramatic

variations in cooperation and punishment observed across societies (Herrmann et al., 2008;

Henrich et al., 2006, 2010) through belief channels: people from different societies may not have

different preferences (Stigler and Becker, 1977); it could be that they merely have different beliefs

about the behavior of others. Second, the tested hypothesis has direct policy implications. If the

mere information about the proportion of cooperators can affect punishment of free riders, then

it suggests that a pure informational policy might be effective in changing fairness perceptions

and promoting cooperation. In contrast, if we fail to find the effect, it suggests that a pure

informational policy might have limited power. Third, since Olson (1965), economists have

developed a variety of theories that are relevant to understanding private contributions of public
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goods (Andreoni, 1990; Bergstrom et al., 1986; Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004; Fehr and

Schmidt, 1999; Rabin, 1993; Sugden, 1982,8). Examining whether the proportion of cooperators

affects punishment of free riders allows us to disentangle these theories that are otherwise difficult

to disentangle.

Our experiment is as follows. We match participants into pairs and ask each pair to play

the following two-stage game. In the first stage, the two participants play a prisoner’s dilemma

game, i.e., they choose simultaneously whether to cooperate or to free ride. In the second stage,

participants are given the opportunity to punish their free riding partners by assigning up to

10 deduction points. For each deduction point that a participant assigns to her partner, one

point is deducted from the participant and three points are deducted from her partner. Hence,

punishment is costly, but the damage to the other party is greater than the cost of conducting

it. We first run some sessions to obtain an estimate of the proportion of cooperators in the

subject pool. In later sessions, we inform each participant about the proportion of cooperators

before they make punishment decisions. More specifically, we randomly draw a sample of par-

ticipants from previous sessions, and inform participants in the current sessions how many of the

randomly selected previous participants are cooperators. We provide this information to change

participants’ belief about the proportion of cooperators in the population. We use the strategy

method (Selten, 1965) to elicit each participant’s complete punishment strategy. We classify all

possible cases into five situations regarding the proportion of cooperators in the selected sample.

We ask participants to indicate, for each of the five situations, how many deduction points they

assign. A participant’s complete punishment strategy includes her deduction points to assign in

all five situations.

We only allow participants to punish their partners if their partners free ride. Thus, if a

cooperator chooses to punish, it is not because she expects her partner to punish her. Co-

operators would punish only for the following reasons: i) the cooperator wants to sustain a

community-level threat to deter free riders, and such threat has diminishing marginal return—the

diminishing marginal return hypothesis (Becker, 1974; Bergstrom et al., 1986; Kandori, 1992),

ii) the cooperator considers her partner’s behavior as morally wrong—norm-based reciprocity

(Bicchieri, 2006; Sugden, 1984), or, iii) the cooperator considers her partner as having bad in-

tentions—intention–based reciprocity (Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004; Rabin, 1993) or she

wants to reduce payoff difference between her partner and herself—inequality aversion (Fehr

and Schmidt, 1999). We observe that these theories make different predictions regarding how
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punishment of free riders changes according to the provided information about the proportion

of cooperators. The diminishing marginal return hypothesis predicts that the higher the pro-

portion of cooperators, the less people would punish free riders. To the contrary, norm-based

reciprocity predicts that the higher the proportion of cooperators, the more people would punish

free riders. Different from both, inequality aversion and intention-based reciprocity predict that

punishment of free riders is independent of the proportion of cooperators. Hence, our experiment

provides an opportunity to disentangle these theories. Indeed, the only key difference between

intention-based reciprocity and norm-based reciprocity is whether the perceived fair behavior

depends on the behavior of the majority of the population. Hence, examining how punishment

of free riders changes in response to a change in the proportion of cooperators is the key to know

which theory provides a better account for the formation of fairness perceptions.

Our results are as follows. On average, the proportion of cooperators does not significantly

affect punishment of free riders. However, this is not because no participant responds to the

provided information about the proportion of cooperators. Instead, it is due to the remarkable

heterogeneity among participants. 42% of our participants do not punish free-riding partners

regardless of the proportion of cooperators, as consistent with the null hypothesis that they seek

to maximize their material payoffs. 21% of our participants behave in line with inequality aver-

sion and intention-based reciprocity: they assign the same positive number of deduction points

to free riders, independent of the proportion of cooperators. By contrast, 23% of participants do

condition their punishment on the proportion of cooperators. However, on the one hand, 13%

behave in line with norm-based reciprocity: they increase deduction points as the proportion

of cooperators increases; on the other, 10% decrease deduction points as the proportion of co-

operators increases, as consistent with the diminishing marginal return hypothesis. Hence, we

observe co-existence of four distinct punishment types. Each punishment type is associated with

a category of theory we consider, plus there is a type of participants consistent with material

payoffs maximization. The four punishment types add up to 86% of the whole sample, while

the rest 14% are not consistent with any specified theory.1

There have been several experimental studies investigating how fairness perceptions are

formed and might be changed according to the frequency of behaviors in the population. The

experiment of Falk et al. (2006) shows that introducing the law of minimum wage—forcing firms
1We verify that no any of the four punishment types can be explained by pure randomness: if each participant

had rolled a dice to make a decision, the four punishment types would have altogether been about only 4% of
the sample, instead of 86%.
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to make high wage offers—increases the reservation wages of workers even after the restriction

is removed at a later stage. The result suggests that the minimum wage law increases workers’

reference point regarding what offers are considered as fair. Cooper and Dutcher (2011) con-

duct a meta-analysis on ultimatum game experiments with multiple rounds. They find that,

on average, responders who have experienced high offers in early rounds reject low offers more

often in later rounds. Hence, which offer is regarded as fair seems to depend on past experi-

ence. Peysakhovich and Rand (2015) conduct an experiment to see whether they can induce

different “norms” of cooperation and defection in the lab. Their experiment involves two parts.

In part one, participants play repeated prisoner’s dilemma games; this part is used to induce

more cooperation in some sessions and more defection in the others. In part two, they measure

the impacts of the experience in part one on participants’ pro-social attitudes and willingness to

punish selfish behavior in a series of one-shot games. They find that, on average, participants

having experienced cooperation in part one behave more pro-socially and are more willing to

punish selfish behavior in part two. Finally, Herz and Taubinsky (2017) examine transaction

behavior in market games using the same two-part design as Peysakhovich and Rand’s. They

find that transaction experience in part one influences behavior in part two through two chan-

nels: i) personal payoff experience, i.e., individuals who are used to receiving certain payoffs feel

entitled to obtain the same payoffs in similar transactions; and ii) the information effect, i.e.,

individuals make inference of social norms from observing the transactions of others.

Our experiment differs from the experiments mentioned above and thus complements their

studies in two aspects. First, while previous experiments have the merit of showing path-

dependent behavior directly, their results admit several explanations. For example, Peysakhovich

and Rand’s result that participants who experienced mutual cooperation in part one behave more

pro-socially and punish selfish behavior more later can be due to any of the following reasons:

i) people regard their own behavior as fair and expect others to do the same; ii) people consider

a distribution of earnings similar to the past as fair; and iii) people infer social norms from ob-

serving the interactions of others. Our experiment does not have an explicitly dynamic structure

and, thus, rules out the first two possibilities. Hence, our experiment allows us to test the pure

information effect of knowing the frequency of a behavior in the population. Second, we use

the strategy method to elicit the complete punishment strategy for each individual. In contrast,

the aforementioned studies all focus on examining the aggregate effect across individuals. As a

result, our experiment reveals the co-existence of four systematic punishment types of individu-
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als that previous experiments cannot reveal. Our results suggest that unpacking the aggregate

effect and revealing the behavior for each individual indeed matters. If we had focused on the

aggregate effect only, it would lead us to conclude that policies of manipulating the information

regarding the proportion of cooperators results in no changes in people’s fairness perceptions

and punishment of free riders. However, thinking in this way is a mistake. We show that having

more cooperators crowds out the incentives to punish free riders for some individuals, while it

increases the willingness to punish for some others. Studies from economics (Currarini et al.,

2009) and sociology (McPherson et al., 1992, 2001) both show that homophily is a basic pattern

of social networks in the real world: individuals with similar preferences and attitudes tend to be

friends with each other or live in the same neighborhoods. Co-existence of different punishment

types then suggests that manipulating the information regarding the proportion of cooperators

would have significant and dramatically different effects on different social groups—a new and

striking conclusion that we would not have obtained if we had focused on the aggregate effect

only.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews theories and derives hypotheses. Section

3 presents experimental design and procedures. Section 4 presents the results. We conclude by

discussing the implications of our finding in Section 5.

2 Theory

We review existing theories and derive hypotheses in this section. We consider the following

stylized game. Two players, Ann and Bob, who do not know each other but encounter on a

street. They face decisions as the ones in Figure 1. Ann wants to get rid of a banana skin but

fails to find a trash bin on the street. Ann can take the banana skin all the way back home

(cooperate), or throw the banana skin on the street (free ride). Bob is an observer who happens

to pass by. If Ann throws the banana skin on the street, Bob can either walk away as if nothing

special occurs (not punish), or, Bob stops Ann, gives Ann a warming, and asks Ann to pick up

the banana skin (punish). The numbers at the terminal nodes of the game tree in Figure 1 are

the material payoffs.
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Ann

18
18

cooperate

Bob

10
4

punish

25
9

not punish

free ride

Figure 1: The stylized game. The numbers at the terminal nodes represent material payoffs.

If Bob is a material-payoff maximizer, Bob will never punish. This leads to the following

null hypothesis.

Null Hypothesis (Material payoffs maximization). When conducting punishment is costly,

people never punish free riders, regardless of the proportion of cooperators in a society.

However, a large body of public goods game experiments show that many participants pun-

ish free riders at the expense of their own earnings (e.g., Fehr and Schmidt, 2000; Herrmann

et al., 2008). Why punish? And why the tendency to punish varies across societies as observed

by Herrmann et al. (2008)? In what follows, we review existing theories that economists have

developed in the past fifty years related to punishment of free riders. We compare three cate-

gories of theories: i) the conventional view among economists up to the 1980s, ii) the theories of

inequality aversion (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999) and intention-based reciprocity (Dufwenberg and

Kirchsteiger, 2004; Rabin, 1993), and iii) theories of norm-based motives (Bicchieri, 2006; Sug-

den, 1984,8, 2000). We show that each category generates a different prediction regarding how

punishment of free riders may change in response to a change in the public goods contribution

level in the society.

2.1 Diminishing marginal return to punishment

We introduce the conventional view among economists up the 1980s regarding private provision

of public goods in this subsection and derive the corresponding prediction. A fully specified

model would be a combination of Bergstrom et al. (1986) and Kandori (1992). For the purpose

of this paper, we only sketch the idea.

Economists have long recognized that the assumption of private consumption maximization

cannot explain the observed level of public goods contributions in many sectors (Becker, 1974;
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Olson, 1965). According to Bergstrom et al. (1986), the dominant view among economists on

public goods contribution up to the 1980s is:

“...the case where people are concerned only about their private consumptions and

the total supply of public goods... is the model which has received the most attention

so far in the literature and is, we suspect, the one on which many economists base

their intuitions. ” (p. 26; italic original)

This conventional view of public good contributions assumes that individuals have intrinsic

concerns for the total supply of public goods. It also assumes that the marginal utility from

public goods is diminishing. In addition, we assume that, following the spirit of Kandori (1992),

punishment of free riders generates a community-level punishment threat to deter free riding for

future interactions and, thereby, benefits every member of society.

More precisely, let q, with 0 ≤ q ≤ 1, be the proportion of cooperators in a society. It

determines the total supply of public goods in the society. Let y ∈ {0, 1} denote Bob’s choice

of punishment: y = 1 indicates that Bob punishes, and y = 0 for not punishing. Let Y denote

the number of individuals in the society who punish free riders other than Bob. How many

individuals cooperate in the society depends on how many people punish free riders. That is, q

is increasing in Y + y. Bob cares about the proportion of cooperators in a society, q, not only

because it affects his own earnings, but also because it is a public good that benefits others. Let

V (q) denote the part of Bob’s utility that is derived from q, with V ′ > 0 and V ′′ < 0. This

term V (q) summarizes Bob’s individual benefits from q as well as his intrinsic concern for the

total supply of public goods. When deciding whether to punish Ann, the immediate material

consequence for Bob is 4y + 9(1 − y). Bob’s total utility includes the immediate consequence

and the term V (q):

u = 4y + 9(1− y) + V (q).

The proportion of cooperators, q, is an increasing function of Y + y. Hence we have

uyq = V ′′q′ < 0.

That is, a higher proportion of cooperators crowds out Bob’s incentive to punish free riders.

Prediction 1 (Diminishing marginal return to punishment). The higher the proportion of

cooperators in a society, the less people punish free riders.
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2.2 Inequality aversion and intention-based reciprocity

The theories of norm-based motives (Sugden, 1986) are introduced before the introduction of

inequality aversion (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999) and intention-based reciprocity (Dufwenberg and

Kirchsteiger, 2004; Rabin, 1993) into economics. Nevertheless, for pedagogical reasons, we first

discuss the theories of inequality aversion and intention-based reciprocity.

Inequality aversion (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999). Suppose Ann free rides. Bob has inequality

aversion such that each unit of difference in material earnings between Ann and Bob incurs

α ≥ 0 units of loss of utility to Bob. Hence, if Bob does not punish, he obtains 9 − 16α unites

of utility. In contrast, if Bob punishes, he obtains 4 − 6α. Bob finds it better off to punish to

reduce earning difference between Ann and him, if

α > 1/2.

Ann

18
18

cooperate

Bob

10
4 + θ(7)( 15

2
)

punish

25
9− θ(7)( 15

2
)

not punish

free ride

Figure 2: The game with reciprocity preferences. θ ≥ 0 is the reciprocity parameter of Bob. The payoffs at the
terminal nodes of the game tree for Bob show the utility of Bob, given Bob’s belief that Ann knows that Bob
chooses punish. The numbers for Ann show the material payoffs for Ann.

Intention-based reciprocity (Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004; Rabin, 1993). The fol-

lowing argument is an application of Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004).2 Suppose both Ann

and Bob have the preferences to respond to unkind with unkind. Let us verify that, if Bob’s

preference for retaliate is strong enough, punishment is the best-response of Bob.3 Bob expects

that Ann correctly expects that Bob will punish. Upon observing Ann free riding, Bob thinks

that Ann could have cooperated and given 18 points to Bob, but instead Ann free rides, resulting
2Rabin’s (1993) model fails to eliminate some unintuitive equilibria in sequential games.
3More precisely, if Ann is a material-payoff maximizer, Bob has sufficiently strong preferences to retaliate,

and their preferences are commonly known, then (cooperate, punish) is a sequential reciprocity equilibrium (SRE)
defined by Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004). If Ann also has the preferences to retaliate, then (free ride,
punish) is a SRE.
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in 4 points to Bob. Clearly, Ann is unkind to Bob. If Bob has sufficiently strong preferences for

retaliate, he would punish. Figure 2 shows the utility for Bob for taking each action, given the

specified beliefs of Bob, and θ ≥ 0 is the reciprocity parameter of Bob.4 Bob prefers punishing

if

θ > 1/21.

There is a common feature of inequality aversion and reciprocity: Bob’s punishment of

Ann only depends on the behavior of Ann, not on the behavior of any payoff-irrelevant third-

parities. More explicitly, suppose that the game is played out in our experiment, and Ann is the

randomly assigned partner of Bob. Based on inequality aversion and intention-based reciprocity,

Bob’s punishment decision should not be affected by the proportion of cooperators among other

participants who are not matched with Bob.

Prediction 2 (Intention-based reciprocity and inequality aversion): Individuals punish free

riders, and their punishment is independent of the proportion of cooperators in a society.

2.3 Norm-based reciprocity

According to Sugden (1984; 1986; 2000) and Bicchieri (2006), Bob may punish because Ann

deviates from Bob’s expectation on the norm (majority) behavior of the population. However,

neither Sugden nor Bicchieri provides an explicit formulation of the punishment mechanism. We

provide one specification as follows.

Bob has his expectation, qi ∈ [0, 1], regarding the proportion of individuals who would

cooperate if they are in the position of Ann. Bob does not know Ann in person and, in Bob’s

eyes, Ann is not so different from any other unrelated individuals in the society. Hence, Bob

expects his earnings to be at least

18qi + 4(1− qi) = 4 + 14qi. (1)

However, Ann free rides, in which case Bob can at most earn 9. If qi > 5/14, Bob is certainly

worse off than what he expected. Bob is frustrated about this. In order to release his frustration,

Bob may punish Ann. Bob has the same impulse to act unkind to unkind as in the reciprocity
4The numbers are calculated based on the model of Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004). The perceived

kindness of Ann to Bob is−(18−4)/2 = −7. The kindness of Bob to Ann by taking punish is−(25−10)/2 = −15/2,
whereas the kindness of Bob to Ann is 15/2.
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model of Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004). The numbers at the terminal nodes of the game

tree in Figure 3 represent the preferences of Bob. λ ≥ 0 measures Bob’s frustration. The norm-

based unkindness of Ann towards Bob is 14qi − 5, which is obtained by subtracting the most

earnings that Bob can get if Ann free rides, 9, from the least earnings expected by Bob given

belief qi, i.e., equation (1). It follows that Bob prefers punishing if

λ(14qi − 5) > 1/3. (2)

Ann

18
18

cooperate

Bob

10
4 + λ(14qi − 5)

(
15
2

)
punish

25
9− λ(14qi − 5)

(
15
2

)
not punish

free ride

Figure 3: The game with norm-enforcement preferences. λ ≥ 0 is the norm-enforcement parameter of Bob. The
payoffs at the terminal nodes of the game tree for Bob show the utility of Bob, conditional on qi (Bob’s belief on
the fraction of individuals in the society who would cooperate). The numbers for Ann show the material payoffs
for Ann.

The distinct feature of the above norm-based reasoning is that Bob’s punishment decision is

conditional on qi, his expectation on the proportion of cooperators in the society. If Bob believes

that no one is going to cooperate in the society, then condition (2) is never satisfied, and thus

Bob does not punish Ann. The intuition is that, when qi = 0, Ann’s free riding is completely

expected by Bob. Thus, Bob is not frustrated. In contrast, the greater the expected proportion

of cooperators, the greater is the frustration of Bob upon observing Ann free riding. Hence,

norm-based reciprocity predicts the following.

Prediction 3 (Norm-based reciprocity): The higher the proportion of cooperators in a society,

the more people punish free riders.
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3 Experimental design and procedures

3.1 Design

The experimental game. We randomly match participants in pairs to play the following

two-stage game. In the first stage, the two players simultaneously choose whether to cooperate

or free ride. Throughout the experiment, we use the word “share” to indicate cooperation and

“keep” to indicate free riding in order to improve participants’ understanding and involvement.

Table 1 below shows the earnings from the first stage. If both players cooperate, each player

gets 18 points. If both free ride, each player gets 16 points. Hence, the outcome of both players

cooperating Pareto-dominates the outcome of both free riding.5 If one player cooperates and

the other free rides, the free rider obtains more points than the cooperator.

Table 1: The first stage of the game

cooperate free ride
cooperate 18, 18 9, 25
free ride 25, 9 16, 16

If both players cooperate in the first stage, then the game ends and each player obtains 18

points. If at least one player free rides, the game proceeds to the second stage. Specifically, if

a player, i, free rides in the first stage, then in the second stage her partner, j, can assign up

to 10 deduction points to i. Player j may cooperate, or free ride. The deduction ratio is 1-to-3,

i.e., each deduction point that j assigns to i costs one point to j but reduces i’s payoff by three

points. Notice that a player can assign deduction points to the other player only when the other

player free rides.

More precisely, let xi ∈ {1, 0} denote the action of player i taken in the first stage: xi = 1 if

i cooperates, and xi = 0 if i free rides. Let yi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 10} denote the deduction points that

i assigns to the matched partner j, conditional on j choosing to free ride. Likewise, let xj and

yj be the corresponding actions taken by j. Moreover, let π1i be the material earnings for i from

the first stage as shown in table 1. Let 1{xj = 0} be the indicator function taking the value of

one if xj = 0, i.e., j free rides, and zero otherwise. We analogously define 1{xi = 0}. Then the
5The payoffs when both players cooperate are not so much different from the payoffs when both players free

ride. The reason is that, in order to analyze punishment behavior towards defectors, we need a non-negligible
sample of free rider. After running some pilot sessions, we found that if the payoffs from both players cooperating
are much better than both free riding, then most participants would choose to cooperate.
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total material earnings for i from both stages are

πi = π1i − 1{xj = 0} × yi − 1{xi = 0} × 3× yj .

The strategy method. Before each participant decides how many deduction points to as-

sign, we inform them about the proportion of cooperators among the participants they are not

matched with. This information should change participants’ belief regarding the proportion

of cooperators in the population. Our experiment uses the strategy method to elicit, for each

participant, whether her deduction points’ decision depends on her belief regarding the propor-

tion of cooperators in the population. The implementation is as follows. We randomly draw

n participants from previous sessions, and tell participants at the current session how many

among the n randomly selected previous participants chose to cooperate. Instead of providing

a single piece of such information, we present to each participant multiple possible situations

that might occur. They need to indicate the deduction points to assign in each of the situations

presented to them. After they provide their answer, we reveal to them about the situation that

actually occurred. The actually occurred situation then determines the earnings of them and

their partners’. Thus, the participants are incentivized to provide their decision in each possible

situation presented to them.

To be more concrete, in three experimental sessions, we have n = 4, the 4-peer condition.

We ask each participant to indicate their deduction points’ decision in response to each of the

following five situations:

Table 2: The five situations in the 4-peer condition.
Situation 1 None of the four previous participants chose to cooperate.
Situation 2 One of the four previous participants chose to cooperate.
Situation 3 Two of the four previous participants chose to cooperate.
Situation 4 Three of the four previous participants chose to cooperate.
Situation 5 All of the four previous participants chose to cooperate.

After participants provide their decisions in all five situations, we inform the participants

about how many among the four randomly selected previous participants have actually coop-

erated. The deduction points’ decision of each participant in the actually occurred situation is

implemented to calculate the earnings of the participant and his partner. All the details of the

elicitation procedure are thoroughly explained to participants. We also include several control

questions to make sure that participants understand the rules.

In another two sessions, we have n = 50, the 50-peer condition. We present to each partici-
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pant the following five situations:

Table 3: The five situations in the 50-peer condition.
Situation 1 Between 0 to 10 of the fifty previous participants chose to cooperate.
Situation 2 Between 10 to 20 of the fifty previous participants chose to cooperate.
Situation 3 Between 20 to 30 of the fifty previous participants chose to cooperate.
Situation 4 Between 30 to 40 of the fifty previous participants chose to cooperate.
Situation 5 Between 40 to 50 of the fifty previous participants chose to cooperate.

We now discuss several concerns about our design. First, we agree that, strictly speaking,

the provided information in the 4-peer condition is not very statistically informative. However,

the provided information may generate additional priming effects. Thus, we expect participants’

belief to effectively change in the 50-peer condition as well as in the 4-peer condition. Second,

regarding the validity of the strategy method, Brandts and Charness (2011) conduct a meta-

analysis to compare the strategy method and the direct-response method. In all twenty-nine

experiments documented in their study, if a treatment effect is found when using the strategy

method, it is also observed when using the direct-response method. Third, one may be concerned

with potential experimenter demand effects in our experiment, namely, participants take partic-

ular actions only because they think that is what the experimenter expects them to do (Zizzo,

2010). However, it is not obvious from reading our instructions what the experimenter’s expec-

tation is. On the one hand, we present to participants with multiple situations. Participants

might think that this suggests that the experimenter expects them to condition decision on the

proportion of cooperators. On the other hand, however, we highlight in various places in the in-

struction that the choices of participants from previous sessions are completely payoff-irrelevant

to them. We also add control questions to test and reinforce participants’ understanding of this

fact. Hence, it is not obvious whether the experimenter expects the participants to condition

decision on the proportion of cooperators or not. Moreover, there is no way to guess how the

experiment expects a participant to exactly condition decision on the proportion of cooperators

(increasingly or decreasingly?). The bottom line is that, unless a participant has a strong prior

of her own about what constitutes appropriate behavior in similar contexts in real life, it is hard

to imagine that she would have a strong expectation about what the experimenter expects her

to do.
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3.2 Procedures

We used the online platform Amazon Mechanical Turk to recruit and pay participants. We

conducted our experiment on LIONESS Lab (Arechar et al., 2017) during February 2017. LI-

ONESS Lab is a web-based platform for online interactive experiments.6 Each participant only

played the game once in our experiment. To reduce drop-out rate—which might particularly be

an issue for online experiments, we conducted the matching once every two participants sub-

mitted all decisions. In total we had 246 individuals registering our experiment, while 203 went

through to the end (there was a participant who we could not find another one to match with).

Participants’ age varied between twenty to seventy years old. Average age was 34.7. 51% of

our participants are male. Among the 203 participants, 91 participated in the three sessions

of the 4-peer condition, and 112 participated in the two sessions of the 50-peer condition. Our

experiment lasted for about ten to twenty minutes. Earnings were paid out in US dollar. Each

US dollar corresponded to 20 experimental points in the experiment. Earnings ranged from $1

to $2.5. Average earning was $1.95.

4 Results

We present the results of our experiment in this section. The focus is on participants’ punishment

behavior.

4.1 Main results

Result 1—No significant effect at the aggregate level. On average, the proportion of

cooperators among previous participants does not significantly affect punishment of free riders.

Using the strategy method, we obtain each participant’s deduction point decision for each

of the five situations regarding the proportion of cooperators (Table 2 for participants in the

4-peer condition and Table 3 for participants in the 50-peer condition). Figure 4 presents the

overall effects. The figure shows that, on average, a higher proportion of cooperators among

previous participants does not significantly increase deduction points assigned to free riders no

matter whether in the 4-peer condition or in the 50-peer condition. This result is confirmed

by the regressions in Table 5. In the regressions in Table 5, the dependent variable is the
6Similar to our experiment, Arechar et al. (2017) conduct a public goods game experiment on LIONESS Lab

with participants recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk. They show that all main patterns of cooperation and
punishment observed in previous laboratory experiments are replicable in the online experiment.
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deduction points that participants assign to their free riding partners, ranging from 0 to 10. The

independent variable Proportion of cooperators indicates the percentage of cooperators among

previous participants, taking values of 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. The coefficient for Proportion

of cooperators is, although positive, not statistically different from zero in all six regressions at

any conventional level.

Result 2—Coexistence of different punishment types. Participants are heterogeneous in

their punishment behavior. Most of them can be classified as one of the four punishment types

shown in Figure 6.

Never punish (42%)

Punish independently (21%)

Punish increasingly (13%)

Punish decreasingly (10%)
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Figure 6: Deduction points assigned to free riding partners given the provided information about the proportion
of cooperators. The spikes indicate standard errors of means (SEM). Each line displays a different punishment
type. The four types add up to 86% of the sample. The remaining 14% (not shown) do not fall into any of the
four types displayed.

That we do not find a significant effect at the aggregate level is not because no participant

responds to the provided information about the proportion of cooperators. On the contrary,

about a fourth of our participants (23%) do condition their punishment decision on how many

cooperators are around. However, there is remarkable heterogeneity among participants. Figure

6 presents the pooled data for the two conditions and shows that most of the participants are

classified as one of the following four distinct punishment types:

1. Never punish. 85 among all 203 participants assign zero deduction point to their free riding

partners for all five situations, constituting 42% of the whole sample. These participants
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Figure 4: Average deduction points assigned to free riding partners. Provided information about the proportion
of cooperators does not significantly affect deduction points. The spikes indicate the standard errors of means
(SEM).

Figure 5: OLS regressions. Dependent variable—Deduction points assigned to free riding partner (0 to 10).
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

Proportion of cooperators 0.219 0.219 0.229 0.219 0.132
(0.174) (0.175) (0.226) (0.175) (0.229)

Cooperate 2.981∗∗ 2.988∗∗ 2.983∗∗ 2.983∗∗

(0.319) (0.319) (0.323) (0.323)
Proportion of cooperators × Cooperate -0.014

(0.324)
50-peer -0.029 -0.107

(0.421) (0.433)
Proportion of cooperators × 50-peer 0.157

(0.344)
Constant 2.455∗∗ 0.897∗∗ 0.892 0.922 0.966

(0.847) (0.795) (0.788) (0.886) (0.893)
N 1015 1015 1015 1015 1015

Notes: Within parentheses are robust standard errors clustered by participants. +p < 0.1, ∗p < 0.05

and ∗∗p < 0.005 for two-tailed tests. Proportion of cooperators takes values of 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1,
corresponding to the situations in Table 2 and 3. Cooperate is a dummy indicating whether the participant
cooperates him- or herself. 50-peer is a dummy indicating the 50-peer condition. All regressions include
age and gender as controls.
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behave in line with the Null Hypothesis of maximizing material payoffs of themselves.

On the other hand, 58% of our participants do punish free riders by assigning at least 1

deduction point in at least situation.

2. Punish independently of the proportion of cooperators. 21% of participants assign one

or more deduction points to their free riding partners and they make identical decisions

in all five situations. Hence, these participants’ punishment decisions are independent of

the proportion of cooperators among previous participants. Their behavior is in line with

intention-based reciprocity and inequality aversion.

3. Punish increasingly in the proportion of cooperators. 13% of participants do not decrease

deduction points to assign as the proportion of cooperators among previous participants

goes up, and they strictly increase deduction points to assign for at least one instance.

The behavior of these participants is consistent with norm-based reciprocity.

4. Punish decreasingly in the proportion of cooperators. 10% of participants do not increase

their deduction points assigned as the proportion of cooperators among previous par-

ticipants goes up, and they strictly decrease deduction points to assign for at least one

instance. The behavior of these participants can be explained by the reasoning underpin-

ning the conventional view of public goods contributions. That is, their punishment is

motivated by a desire to generate a community-level threat to deter free riding and they

are intrinsically concerned with the total supply of public goods.

The four punishment types add up to 86% of the whole sample, while the behavior of the rest of

participants is not explained by previously specified theory. To test whether the four punishment

types of participants arise for systematic reasons rather than from pure randomness, we perform

a simulation exercise as follows. We generate a simulated data of one-million individuals. Each of

them randomly chooses deduction points between 0 to 10 to assign in each of the five popularity

levels of cooperation. That is, they each time roll an eleven-sided dice to give a decision. The

simulation generates the following result: among the one-million individuals, 0.00% never punish,

0.01% punish independently of the proportion of cooperators, 1.83% punish increasingly in the

proportion of cooperators, and 1.88% punish decreasingly in the proportion of cooperators. The

remaining 96.28% do not fall into any of the four types, in contrast to the 14% we observe

in the experiment. To conclude, the participants of each of the four punishment types in our

experiment are significantly more than they would arise from pure randomness.
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4.2 Further results

Result 3—Punishers are cooperators. 69% of our participants (140/203) are cooperators,

i.e., they cooperate in the first stage of the game, while 31% free ride.7 Figure 7 shows the dis-

tributions of punishment types among cooperators and among free riders, respectively. Among

free riders, 73% never assign a positive deduction point to their free riding partners. In contrast,

72% of cooperators assign 1 or more deduction points to their free riding partners in at least

one situation. Statistically we reject the hypothesis that cooperators and free riders have the

same probability of punishing free riding partners (Fisher’s exact p < 0.001). Regressions in

Table 5 provide further estimates of the difference between cooperators and free riders. The

dummy Cooperate indicates whether the participant cooperates or not. The results show that

cooperators assign significantly more deduction points to their free riding partners than free

riders would do, and the difference is sizable—about 3 deduction points on average.
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Figure 7: Percentage of each punishment type among cooperators and among free riders.

Result 4. Assigning deduction points to equalize earnings is the mode behavior of the coop-

erators who punish independently. Figure 8 presents the percentage distributions of deduction

points among cooperators; we separate the distributions according to their different punishment
7The 203 participants are those who registered and completed the experiment. In addition, there were 10

participants who only completed the first stage of the game. Among all 213 participants who we have data on
their stage-one decision, 147 (69%) choose to cooperate.
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behavior. In our experiment, if a cooperator meets a free rider, and the cooperator aims at

equalizing the final earnings between her and the free rider, then the cooperator would assign

8 deduction points. Hence, assigning exactly 8 deduction points indicates that a cooperator is

motivated by inequality aversion (Fehr and Schmidts, 1999). Interestingly, we find that assigning

8 deduction points is the most popular choice among those, and only among those, who punish

free riders independently of how many other cooperators are around.
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Figure 8: Distribution of deductions points among cooperators, separated by punishment types. Assigning 8
deduction points indicates that a cooperator aims at equalizing the earnings between her and her free riding
partner.

Result 5. More participants condition their punishment of free riders on the proportion of co-

operators in the 50-peer condition than in the 4-peer condition; however, the difference is not

statistically significant. Figure 9 displays the percentage of each punishment type for each of

the two conditions. The participants who punish free riders increasingly in the proportion of

cooperators increases from 11% in the 4-peer condition to 15% in the 50-peer condition. Mean-

while, the participants who punish decreasingly in the proportion of cooperators increases from

8% in the 4-peer condition to 12% in the 50-peer condition. Nevertheless, we cannot reject the
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hypothesis that the sample distributions for the 4-peer condition and for the 50-peer condition

are drawn from the same population distribution (Fisher’s exact p = 0.397). Regression (v) in

Table 5 also shows that the coefficient for the interaction term between Proportion of cooperator

and the dummy for 50-peer condition is not significantly different from zero.
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Figure 9: Percentage of each punishment type for the 4-peer condition and the 50-peer condition, respectively.

5 Conclusion

We ask whether manipulating the information regarding the frequency of a behavior affects peo-

ple’s fairness perception about the behavior. To answer the question, we design an experiment

to test whether informing people of a higher proportion of cooperators affects the legitimacy

of free riding and the punishment of free riders. Our results indicate that there is no simple

answer to the question. On the one hand, we don’t observe that the information about the

proportion of cooperators significantly affects punishment of free riders on average. This result

speaks to previous studies (Cooper and Dutcher, 2011; Falk et al., 2006; Herz and Taubinsky,

2017; Peysakhovich and Rand, 2015) about how fairness perceptions are formed and could be

changed. Previous studies show that, on average, people punish selfish behavior of others more

after experiencing more cooperative interactions. However, previous studies admit several in-

terpretations. In contrast, our experiment focuses on the pure information effect of a change in

the cooperation level in a society. Comparing our result with previous ones, we conclude that
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a large part of the average change in fairness perceptions previously observed is due to other

channels than the pure information effect. The other channels include that people regard their

own behavior as fair and expect others to do the same, and that people consider a distribution

of earnings similar to the past as fair.

On the other hand, however, it would be a mistake to think that our result implies that

a policy of changing the information about the cooperation level of a society would not affect

punishment of free riders and the cooperation level in the field. Using the strategy method,

our experiment reveals the remarkable heterogeneity among individuals that previous studies

cannot reveal. We discover co-existence of four distinct punishment types: i) individuals who

never punish, ii) those who punish but independently of the proportion of cooperators, iii) those

who punish increasingly in the proportion of cooperators, and iv) those who punish decreasingly

in the proportion of cooperators. What does the heterogeneity imply in the field? Studies

from economics (Currarini et al., 2009) and sociology (McPherson et al., 1992, 2001) both

indicate that homophily features many social networks: individuals with similar preferences and

attitudes tend to be friends with each other or live in the same neighborhoods. Co-existence of

different punishment types then implies that changing the information regarding the proportion

of cooperators would lead to significant and dramatically different impacts on different social

groups. Hence, our finding suggests that implementing an informational policy could be fruitful

if, and only if, it is combined with policies to identify the punishment type of individuals in the

targeted groups.
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Appendix: experimental instructions

This appendix provides the complete screen shots of our experiment.

The 4-peers treatment
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The 50-peers treatment

The welcome page and the instructions for the first stage of the game are identical to the 4-

peers treatment. Hence they are omitted. The instructions for the second stage of the game—the

punishment stage—are provided below.
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